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Abstract: Earth Observation (EO) techniques could offer a more cost-effective and rapid approach for
reliable monitoring, reporting, and verification (MRV) of soil organic carbon (SOC). Here, we analyse
the available published literature to assess whether it may be possible to estimate SOC using data
from sensors mounted on satellites and airborne systems. This is complemented with research using
a series of semi-structured interviews with experts in soil health and policy areas to understand the
level of accuracy that is acceptable for MRV approaches for SOC. We also perform a cost-accuracy
analysis of the approaches, including the use of EO techniques, for SOC assessment in the context
of the new UK Environmental Land Management scheme. We summarise the state-of-the-art EO
techniques for SOC assessment and identify 3 themes and 25 key suggestions and concerns for the
MRV of SOC from the expert interviews. Notably, over three-quarters of the respondents considered
that a ‘validation accuracy’ of 90% or better would be required from EO-based techniques to be
acceptable as an effective system for the monitoring and reporting of SOC stocks. The cost-accuracy
analysis revealed that a combination of EO technology and in situ sampling has the potential to offer
a reliable, cost-effective approach to estimating SOC at a local scale (4 ha), although several challenges
remain. We conclude by proposing an MRV framework for SOC that collates and integrates seven
criteria for multiple data sources at the appropriate scales.

Keywords: monitoring; verification; reporting; soil organic carbon; soil organic matter; Earth
Observation

1. Introduction

Soil organic carbon (SOC) is one of the components of soil organic matter (SOM),
which also includes other elements such as hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen, as well as
fresh (living) and decomposed plant/animal (dead) materials [1]. SOM consists of several
components in varying proportions, including microorganisms (10–40%) and stable organic
matter (40–60%) (also referred to as humus) [1]. Most productive agricultural soils have
between 3% and 6% organic matter, with the organic matter contributing to soil productivity
in many ways. Although the carbon content of SOM varies considerably, the soil remains
one of the key components of the carbon cycle [2]. A mean value of 1500 gigatonnes for
the first 1 m depth of soils has been estimated from many studies of global carbon stocks,
with about half of this amount present in the top 30 cm of the soil [3,4]. SOC is critical
for soil health and biological, chemical, and physical functions such as nutrient cycling,
water retention, and maintaining soil structure and crop yield [5]. As a result, carbon
storage (C-storage) in soils has gained increasing international attention as a means of
mitigating climate change. Initiatives such as ‘4p1000′ [6], the FAO’s Global assessment of
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carbon sequestration by soils (e.g. the GSOCseq programme) [7], and the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) all recognise the importance of C-storage in soils [8]. As part of
its action on soils, the UK has signed up for the ‘4p1000′ soil carbon initiative to increase the
soil carbon levels by 0.4% per year [6]. Similarly, the UK 25 Year Environment Plan aims to
enhance the natural capital of air, water, soil, and ecosystems that support all forms of life.
This is viewed as being essential for economic growth and productivity over the long term.
This includes developing a soil health index and restoring and protecting peatlands [9].

The UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA)’s Environ-
mental Land Management (ELM) initiative is a national programme of intensive policy
development, for implementation post-2025, to help farmers and other land managers to
improve the environment with associated public money used to help deliver ‘public goods’
(e.g. clean air and water, healthy soils, climate change mitigation, wildlife protection, and
the promotion of landscape beauty and heritage). As part of achieving this, cost-effective
and innovative solutions will be needed to deliver a robust and flexible system for the
monitoring, reporting, and verification (MRV) of soil status and change [9].

Certain agricultural management practices that result in land use change, such
as agroforestry, tillage/residue, manure/biosolid management, grazing land manage-
ment/pasture improvement, land restoration, and livestock management, can maintain or
increase SOC stocks [10,11]. Using such practices, it has been suggested that carbon seques-
tration in soils could be a cost-effective, environmentally friendly strategy for greenhouse
gas removal [12]. Increasing soil organic matter content and thereby improving soil quality
can also enhance other soil-based ecosystem services, such as agricultural production, clean
water supply, and biodiversity [13].

In terms of the current large-scale soil assessments (including SOC levels), regional
and country scale systems have been developed by the FAO and the International Union
of Soil Societies (IUSS) (Table 1). In the case of the UK, the National Soil Inventory (NSI)
and Countryside Survey (CS) are the two major soil surveys (Table 1). Bellamy et al. [14]
reported changes in SOC (up to 30 cm) during the 1980s and 1990s in England and Wales
based on NSI and observed gains in OC in some areas but large losses in others and, overall,
noted a net loss of about 4 million tonnes of C per year. More recent results reported by
Carey et al. [15], Emmett et al. [16], and Norton et al. [17] based on the CS show only
a negligible change in OC over the 1978–2007 period. The drivers of SOC variation are
discussed in further detail in [18] and are considered to include environmental change and
habitat-specific trends as influencing soil processes. However, Bellamy et al. [14] showed a
linear relationship between the rate of change in soil carbon and the soil carbon content,
indicating that the loss was greater in soils with large carbon contents while soils with
small carbon contents gained carbon. Because the losses occurred across all land use types,
they considered that climate change might play a role in this, in addition to the effects of
changes in land use and agricultural management activities.

The reasons for the differences in SOC between the NSI and CS results are not clearly
understood. However, Kirk et al. [19] considered that they were not comparable because of
differences in the sampling designs, with the CS using a hierarchical stratified sampling
scheme and single samples from point locations, whereas the NSI used a fixed grid with
bulked samples centred on the target point. Hence, the answer obtained about the SOC of
a field can depend to some extent on the sampling methodology.
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Table 1. Existing and emerging large-scale soil assessment projects (global, Europe and UK scale).

Network Scale Data/Method Reference

FAO soil map Global Derived from soil profile data. [20]

IUSS Global soil map Global Different mapping methods based on existing data. [21]

Global Soil Organic Carbon
map (GSOCMap) Global

Employs Earth Observation (EO) imagery to derive
prediction factors for global soil organic

carbon mapping.
[7,20]

European Soil Database
(ESDB) map Europe

This database includes the Soil Geographical
Database of Eurasia at scale 1:1,000,000 (SGDBE),

Pedotransfer Rules Database (PTRDB), Soil Profile
Analytical Database of Europa (SPADBE), and the

Database of Hydraulic Properties of European
Soils (HYPRES).

[22]

Land Use/Cover Statistical
Area Frame Survey (LUCAS) Europe

LUCAS project monitors landscape diversity, land
cover, land-use changes, and soil chemical data,

mainly on agricultural land.
[23]

National Soil Inventory
(NSI) database England and Wales

Results are based on in situ soil sampling. Between
1978 and 1981, the topsoil (0–15 cm) was sampled at

every 1 km2, 5 samples in 6127 points in England
and Wales, and analysed for a number of soil

parameters, including SOC. About a third of the
points were resampled in 1995.

[24]

Countryside Survey (CS) UK

The CS is an integrated national monitoring
program that makes measurements of vegetation;

topsoil physical, chemical, and biological
characteristics (0–15 cm); water quality; and land

cover across the UK in 1978, 1998, and 2007.

[25]

UK Soil Observatory UK

Users of the UK Soil Observatory and the mySoil
mobile app play a role in citizen science to build up
a soil dataset. They crowdsource information about

the soil properties in their area and send
photographs and measurements to gather vital new
information on soil science and help to improve soil

maps of the UK. By June 2021, over 2000
contributions have been recorded.

[26]

The increasing recognition of soil carbon as a key component in policy and action on
climate change, as well as for ecosystem health, highlights the need for MRV systems that
can track and update SOC status and change estimates at scales ranging from local to global.
At present, the available large-scale soil surveys (c.f. Table 1) represent major resourcing
efforts due to the complex and intensive sampling requirements to address the spatial
variability of SOC, even within a single field. The FAO [1] has outlined recommendations
for determining SOC stock and monitoring its dynamics and spatial variability. For instance,
to determine SOC stocks between 0 and 30 cm depth at a particular site, the FAO specifies
as a minimum requirement the need to quantify the following: (i) SOC concentration in the
fine earth (<2 mm size) soil fraction, (ii) the fine earth (<2 mm) and coarse mineral fraction
content (>2 mm size) of the soil, and (iii) the soil bulk density of fine earth mass. To capture
the spatial variability of SOC within an agricultural field (land parcel), with an acceptable
level of accuracy, it is required that the site be assessed using the following factors: soil and
land use type, climate, grazing practices, field size, fertiliser use, historical management
practices, and ploughing frequency [27,28]. In addition, a large number of soil samples is
often required.

For instance, Garten and Wullschleger [29] recommended the collection of more than
100 soil samples (to detect 2–3% change in SOC stocks), whereas Vanguelova et al. [30] sug-
gested between 4 and 25 soil samples for 0.25 ha with more or equal 5 m between sampling
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points to eliminate spatial autocorrelation. SOC measurement relies on appropriate study
designs and sampling protocols to deal with high spatial variability [31]. SOC content
is typically expressed as the (mass) percentage dry weight of soil, once stones, etc., have
been removed.

Laboratory techniques for assessing SOC are commonly based on approaches such
as dry combustion using an elemental analyser (prior acidification of sample will remove
inorganic carbon), loss on ignition, the Walkley–Black method, soil respiration, and active
carbon tests. The most accurate standard laboratory test for soil carbon is dry combustion
using an elemental analyser. These instruments heat a small sample (usually a fraction of a
gram) of dry pulverized soil to around 900 degrees C and measure the carbon dioxide gas
that is a combustion product. In terms of loss of ignition, a change in weight after heating
a soil sample (ignition test) is observed, although complications can arise if the sample
has carbon in an inorganic form (e.g. calcium carbonate), which will also generate carbon
dioxide at high temperatures. The latter can be accommodated by comparing the change
in weight of a soil sample divided into two parts, with one part first treated with acid
to remove the calcium carbonate while the other is subjected to combustion. Comparing
changes in the two provide a measure of the SOC for the sample, although there is clearly
room for error. Nonetheless, knowledge of the potential sources of error and uncertainty in
SOC stock estimation, coupled with sampling strategies that integrate lateral and vertical
variability of SOC stock, enable SOC and its change to be determined with an acceptable
level of uncertainty to help guide management, albeit often requiring intensive sampling
regimes [1].

Smith et al. [28] classified approaches to assess SOC measurements into “direct”—
those that could be performed through intensive soil sampling—and “indirect methods”—
measurements which infer SOC stock changes from flux measurements (based on the gross
primary production) and/or from the comparison of spectral reflectance images of soil
samples with consolidated spectral reflectance libraries derived from measurements on
reference soil samples of known properties (determined by traditional laboratory methods).
The reflectance-based measurements can be obtained at a high level of spatial detail from
hyperspectral sensors mounted on unmanned aerial systems (UASs) or multispectral
sensors onboard satellites and airborne platforms.

EO satellite imagery also can be used to estimate changes in SOC through proxies
such as Net Primary Production (NPP) or Gross Primary Productions (GPP) [32], land
use management [33], land cover change [34], and land degradation indices [35]. Conant
et al. [36] described approaches such as statistical upscaling via in situ samplings (providing
greater accuracy and lower errors but expensive at large scales) and geostatistical upscaling
through combining initial sampling with covariates (obtaining spatial maps of SOC status
at the whole field and large scale at low cost, but with low accuracy).

Many published studies [37–45] show that remote sensing imagery (both EO satel-
lite and UAS) can be used to estimate SOC stock and its change, by building statistical
relationships between the measured remotely sensed spectra and in situ soil samples, to
make estimations of the SOC status. As the traditional methods based on soil sampling and
laboratory analysis can be very expensive and time consuming, especially when estimating
SOC over large areas, the potential of EO technologies to provide timely, repeatable, and
potentially cost-effective estimates of SOC stocks and their spatial and temporal variability
is of considerable interest [46,47]. However, of course, much depends on the relationship
between estimates of SOC made using EO and those made by using more ‘traditional’
(i.e. well-established) approaches of taking soil samples that are assessed in the laboratory.
While, as noted above, the ‘traditional’ approaches to SOC assessment have their own un-
certainty in terms of the sampling regime and laboratory methods, they arguably provide
the standard to which EO assessments have to be compared. Thus, the term ‘accuracy’
is typically used to describe how the EO-based assessment of SOC matches (within un-
certainties) that derived from traditional methods. Inevitably there are trade-offs here for
those concerned with using the estimates of SOC to manage the land. Given that EO-based
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approaches have the advantages noted above, including perhaps a lower cost, then they
may provide an attractive option for those concerned with land management, but what
level of agreement with the more traditional assessments of SOC would be acceptable to
them? Would it be acceptable, for example, if the EO-based estimates of SOC gave values
that matched those using traditional techniques for half the number of plots or does it need
to be higher?

The research described in this paper was designed to assess the current state of the art
on the use of EO for SOC stock measurement and its potential for the current and future
MRV of SOC. The following objectives are addressed (i) to assess (from literature) the capa-
bilities of EO techniques for assessing SOC stocks at local to national scales (throughout
this paper the term EO is used to encompass remote sensing technologies such as satellite,
aerial photography, Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS), etc.), (ii) to evaluate expert per-
spectives on the relevance/importance of SOC estimation by EO and the acceptable levels
of accuracy required for application to UK (and other) policy implementation derived from
such approaches, and (iii) to perform a cost-accuracy analysis using different data sources
for estimating SOC.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. EO for SOC—Literature Acquisition and Evaluation

A literature search was restricted to peer-reviewed papers published between 2000
and 2020 which assessed the use of EO to estimate SOC stocks. This literature was also used
to refine questions and topics for exploration in the expert interviews. Three sequential
steps were undertaken to select literature for analysis: (i) search for peer-reviewed articles
containing one or more of the following keywords: “Earth Observation”, “Remote Sensing”,
“Airborne”, “Lidar”, “Satellite”, “UAS”, along with either “Soil Organic Carbon” or “Soil
Organic Matter”; (ii) selecting relevant work that included the keywords; and (iii) review
and analysis. These steps identified 54 relevant peer-reviewed articles.

2.2. Expert Interviews

Primary data collection was conducted via a set of semi-structured interviews between
March and August 2020 with 13 specialists in soil health (highly cited researchers) and
environment/agricultural policymaking (top relevant institutions), most with more than
15 years of experience. An email invitation was sent with a brief explanation of the request
and a detailed description of this study. In addition, the framework established from
the analysis of the literature was provided to all participants and discussed during the
interviews. Following the initial seven interviews, several suggestions for further potential
respondents were made and followed up in a ‘snowballing’ approach. Each interview
lasted for between 20 and 45 min. Twelve were carried out through online conversations
with permitted recording, and one was undertaken in writing as the expert preferred
that format.

The structure of the interviews was led by open-ended questions acting to promote
and produce rich information which requires a high level of attention and interpretation.
We consider that the sample size was large enough to allow understanding of the issue
under study to unfold but small enough that rich qualitative data could be obtained.

The interviewees represented the following range of sectors and roles: academics and
researchers (5), consultants (4), and policymakers (4) (Table 2). All of the respondents were
based in the UK.
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Table 2. Participants in the semi-structured interviews by sector and institution.

Sector Institution Name Number of Respondents

Academia

University of Aberdeen 1

University of Reading 1

University of Surrey 1

Research Centre
Rothamsted Research 1

Soil and Agrifood Institute at
Cranfield University 1

Consultancy

Climate Solutions Exchange 2

ADAS 1

Farm Africa 1

Governmental Organisation

Department for the
Environment, Food and Rural

Affairs (DEFRA)
3

Environment Agency 1

In the opening section of the interview, a detailed introduction was given regarding the
study’s objectives and the framework derived from the literature. The set of 12 questions
in Sections 2–4 of Table 3 was then explored. Section 2 comprised six questions about the
importance of SOC in the policy context and the current use and frequency of SOC/SOM
assessment within agricultural policy. The five questions in Section 3 sought to explore the
levels of accuracy that would be required from EO techniques in order to provide reliable
data for monitoring and reporting SOC levels to benefit ELM. Finally, in Section 4, the
respondents were given the opportunity to raise any further points or observations. This
structure enabled consistent coverage of the topics whilst allowing for the respondents to
provide their suggestions and comments based on their area of expertise.

Table 3. Format and questions of the semi-structured interview.

Section Description Questions Addressed

1. Introduction
Introduction to the objectives of the study

and framework derived from the
literature analysis.

No questions.

2. SOC/SOM in
agricultural policy

Six questions attempt to understand
SOC/SOM in the agricultural policy

context.

1. Please provide a brief background of your experience in
the field of agricultural research/policy.
2. Do you think SOC is currently used within agricultural
policy/do you think it will be?
3. Do you think SOC is important in agricultural policy? If it
is important then why?
4. How often is SOC assessed in the current policy—do you
think this is adequate/ If there are plans to assess SOC in
the policy then how do you think this should best be done?
5. (optional) Are you familiar with the SDGs? If yes, how do
the policies on SOC relate to the SDGs? Has there been an
influence of the SDG framework on the policy?
6. (optional-depending on the above answers) If SOC is
considered to be important but is not currently/or planned
to be a part of the policy, why do you think that is?
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Table 3. Cont.

Section Description Questions Addressed

3. Potential for using
EO to monitor/

predict SOC

Five questions focusing on the
expected/required accuracy of SOC

predictions from remote sensing methods

7. Are you aware that EO satellite-derived data can be used
to assess SOC?
8. EO has the potential to estimate soil organic carbon under
the right circumstances, although this is at an early stage of
development. As part of our research, we are also
investigating this concerning potentially using EO to help
assess trends in SOM of various types of managed and
unmanaged land and it is a useful approach for monitoring
and reporting, e.g. for ELMS.
Please provide your estimate as a percentage of the accuracy
when EO technology is used to measure SOC and provide a
short statement indicating why you consider this to be
acceptable.
9. Studies have shown that EO derived data is not a perfect
predictor for SOC contents so what would be the level of
‘accuracy’ for making agricultural policy decisions when
SOC contents are predicted via EO data relative to the
traditional methods?
10. What do you think could be done to improve the
assessment via EO?
11. What other information would be needed to supplement
the assessment via EO and how might it be collected?

4. Round up Any other comments by the respondent. 12. Do you have any other comments/observations?

The transcribed interviews were subjected to manual content analysis. A series of
open and axial coding techniques were used to identify themes and build the theory. The
first step was ‘open coding’, in which tentative labels were assigned to the interview
transcription data. Secondly, in the axial coding, codes were selected to focus on the
analysis of the core categories to identify relationships among the open codes. Thus,
categories/themes were identified in the data using the underlying objectives and structure
of the questions posed, together with insights emerging from the respondents.

2.3. Cost-Accuracy Analysis

In Andries et al. [48], a structured framework was described for evaluating the use-
fulness of various EO-based approaches to inform the UN Sustainable Development Goal
(SDG) indicators. One premise that was considered as part of the framework (based on
recommendations from expert interviews) was the “cost-effectiveness” of the EO solution
when compared with more traditional techniques. It was noted that the existing literature
rarely discussed the cost-effectiveness of a particular approach, and the inclusion of this
information in studies was recommended. Therefore, in the present research, we have
taken into consideration information on the cost of the data type, methods, prediction,
and accuracy. This cost information is expected to be relevant for decision making in land
management and the design of cost-effective MRV systems for SOC within schemes such
as the UK ELM scheme.

For the selected 4 ha reference site (Figure 1), we assumed that the land manager or
ELM verification body would wish to obtain a map of SOC within the delimited field site.
This would be obtained by propagating data from passive and active sensors on satellites
or UAS platforms through a mathematical model that has been derived from in situ
measurements, either from the field site or from existing libraries of in situ observations.
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Figure 1. Trial site for cost-accuracy analysis (source—Google Earth Pro).

We obtained the prices for satellite data supplied by Earth-i, a global space company
that exploits commercial satellite imagery and cutting-edge artificial intelligence and
machine learning techniques. In terms of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS), we have
used the cost analysis conducted by Aldana-Jague et al. [49] and the prices from ADAS,
a commercial operator that provides services including digital data collection by UAS
and aerial photography, use of software for data processing, and expertise for estimating
SOC. For conventional laboratory tests for SOC analysis, we used pricing obtained from a
leading UK soil analysis company (preferred to remain anonymous in this study).

3. Results
3.1. Literature Analysis of EO-Based Approaches for SOC Measurement

There are various studies in the literature which seek to assess how EO-based assess-
ments of variables thought to be related to SOC (such as land cover and topography) relate
to measures of SOC based on ground-level soil sampling. These variables (covariates) are
used as inputs to a statistical model that is used to estimate SOC. It should be noted that
the more traditional assessments using soil samples and laboratory analysis are deemed to
be the best estimates of SOC. Figure 2 presents our synthesis of the main steps that appear
in most literature reports and are needed for estimating SOC content from the field to the
national scale.
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3.1.1. Selection of Environmental Variables (Covariates) and Data Compilation

Different methods use different covariates in developing SOC estimation models.
Covariates used in methods described in the literature include land cover and land use
maps (e.g. CEH Land cover 2015, CORINE), meteorological data (e.g. temperature, precip-
itation, evapotranspiration), vegetation index (e.g., spectral indices), terrain parameters
(e.g., digital elevation model (DEM) and its derivates, slope degree (SD), aspect, depth of
sinks (m) (DoS), compound topogrphic index (CTI), and profile curvature (PC)). As these
different quantities are provided by data providers with different spatial resolutions and
on different grids, data compilation requires the covariate dataset to be resampled to a
common resolution.

The covariate data sets are collated from a wide variety of data sources. These data
sources range from imagery obtained by passive or active sensors onboard remote sensing
platforms (UASs, airborne and spaceborne), and meteorological data measured by land-
based stations. Our literature review showed that the following are the most common EO
data sources used in the development of SOC estimation models (note that some methods
use a combination of data sources):

i. Satellite multispectral (e.g., Sentinel 2, Landsat 8 OLI, Very High resolution (VHR)
images) and hyperspectral (e.g., EnMAP, PRISMA, and HyspIRI) remote sensing
reflectance images, and laboratory spectral measurements of soil samples [50,51];

ii. Spectral indices derived from multispectral images such as Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI) [52], Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) [50], Soil Adjusted
Total Vegetation Index (SATVI) [53], Brightness Index (BI) and Greenness Index
(GI) [52], Vegetation Temperature Condition Index (VTCI) [52,54,55], Ratio Vegeta-
tion Index (RVI) (also for aboveground biomass estimation) [56], soil moisture [57],
and soil texture [58];

iii. Topographic data derived from active radar sensors such as SRTM, stereopho-
togrammetric images from ASTER [47], and LiDAR capable of providing a measure
of elevation to derive topographic-based parameters such as slope, aspect, depth of
sinks, etc. [59];

iv. VHR satellite data and LiDAR, which is used to estimate above-ground biomass by
assessing tree composition and height, both of which are useful proxies in predicting
SOC stock [60];

v. Data derived from multispectral sensors mounted on UAS, for example, by combin-
ing hyperspectral and high-resolution images of bare soil to obtain libraries of soil
spectral reflectance for training machine learning techniques [49,61,62]. The model
development also relies on traditional laboratory SOC measurements taken from
samples collected in the field.

3.1.2. SOC Model

The soil organic mapping approaches mentioned above adopt a wide variety of
statistical techniques to relate SOC retrieved from soil samples (dependent variable) to the
predictor variables (independent variables, e.g., spectral libraries/measurements, spectral
indices, terrain parameters). A range of statistical and machine learning techniques have
been applied to develop models to estimate SOC, and some had to accommodate the issue
of co-linearity whereby a number of the independent variables could be related to each
other. These techniques include principal component regression (PCR) and partial least
square regression (PLSR) [37,38,43,44,51,63], regression-kriging (RK) [55], penalized-spline
signal regression (PSR) [38], random forest (RF) [47,55,64,65], cubist (CB) [44,65,66], support
vector machines (SVM) [38,42,47], boosted regression trees (BRT) and bagged CART [47],
and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [67].

This wide variety includes methods based on linear regression, where a linear relation-
ship is assumed between soil properties and predictor variables, and more sophisticated
machine learning (ML) techniques that can provide highly non-linear mapping and classifi-
cation approaches. Since the relationship between soil properties and predictor variables is
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complex and nonlinear [68], these more sophisticated approaches can achieve higher accu-
racy in terms of matching the observed values of SOC and outperform more conventional
methods [69].

3.1.3. Model Evaluation

The performances of the statistical models presented above are commonly tested under
different calibration/training (model development) and validation (model evaluation)
steps. In general, soil samples are divided into two sets that are randomly selected, one
for calibration/training (70% to 80% of the available data) and the other for validation
(20% to 30%) [44,52,55,60,65,68,70,71]. The calibration dataset is used to develop the
model, including selecting the relevant covariates and deriving the model parameters. The
evaluation dataset is used independently to assess the model performance [40]. To provide
an additional degree of robustness to the validation, an n-fold cross-validation approach
can be adopted. This approach builds on repeated train/test splits into the observed data,
ensuring that each data point occurs at least once in the test set [72,73]. In addition, to
repeat, training and testing subsets can also be subject to resampling techniques such as
bootstrapping. This has been shown to be efficient in assessing accuracy (i.e., the ability to
correctly predict observed values of SOC based on field measurements) when a small data
set is available [60].

The error metrics often used to compare these models to the validation datasets are the
root mean square error (RMSE), the mean absolute error (MAE), and the mean error (ME).
These metrics all represent different information associated with the differences between
the model predicted values and the observed values from the reference (usually in situ) data
set. These are all given in the same units as the measurement, here as g/kg−1 org/kg. The
ME is the simple mean of all such differences and can be positive or negative. For unbiased
results, it will take the value 0; some of the more sophisticated results can give a ME that is
different from 0. The MAE is the mean of the unsigned differences, and the RMSE gives the
standard deviation. All of these metrics must be interpreted with respect to the amount of
SOC measured. The coefficient of determination, R2, is, in contrast, a relative, normalised
quantity and the proportion or percentage of variation explained by each model. The R2

is commonly reported in regression studies and provides a measure of the ability of the
model to predict the dependent variable but fails to provide information on the model error
and bias. An R2 close to 1 alongside lower values of RMSE, MAE, and, where relevant,
ME, together provide more information on model quality. Much depends, of course, on
the quality of the data used in the statistical analysis. All of these methods rely on being
able to calculate an error based on a reliable in situ data set that is representative of the
region observed by remote sensing methods and do not account for uncertainties associated
with those measurements or site variability and other representation uncertainties. None,
particularly quoted without context, can be considered a pure “accuracy”.

3.1.4. Summary of Methods

Several of the above studies and their claimed ‘accuracy metrics’ are summarized in
Table 4. It should be noted here that ‘accuracy’ in this context is defined in terms of how
well the statistical model is able to predict the observed measures of SOC based on field
samples (dependent variable). The table includes values of the ‘accuracy metrics’ for the
model development and model evaluation phases of the analysis. The accuracy metrics
quoted may not represent the full model accuracy for the reasons given above and do not
necessarily apply when the method is extrapolated to new areas. The study that obtained
the best set of accuracy metrics in predicting SOC was performed at a single-field scale
and used very high spatial resolution (12 cm) and multispectral (6 bands) reflectance data
from a UAS that was processed with a non-linear machine learning regression trained
with samples from the same site. This method achieved an R2 value of 0.98 in calibration
(spread of calibration points) and R2 = 0.95 in validation [49]. The studies with a poorer
set of ‘accuracy metrics’ used free satellite data (e.g., Sentinel 1 & 2, Landsat, etc.) and
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covered much broader areas, with less detailed in situ data and more natural variability.
High-resolution studies are generally limited to small areas due to UAS flight duration
for covering large areas and legal barriers to initiate flights, and it is significantly more
expensive to do such detailed campaigns. Free satellite data can be used to cover a much
broader area and provide information for national and transnational studies.

3.2. Expert Interviews

This section presents the three main themes that emerged from the analysis of the
interviews. The key concerns and suggestions (KCS) associated with these themes are
presented in Tables 5–7, together with the most relevant quotes from the respondents (with
the respondent number indicated as Rx).

3.2.1. Theme 1: SOC/SOM within Agricultural Policy

SOC was discussed by most respondents as being a critical component in soil science
and soil quality, alongside other soil properties (Table 5: KCS 1.1 recognised by 77% of
respondents). In addition, many participants considered that soil health has been moved
up the political agenda after initiatives such as ‘4 per 1000’ and the UN SDGs increased
awareness at the global scale (Table 5: KCS 1.2, 55% of respondents). In 2018, the UK
Environment Secretary and Farming Minister both promised to put soil health at the heart
of the 25 Year Environment Plan, emphasising the UK Government’s ambition to improve
the approach to soil management and restating the commitment to all of the UK’s soils
being managed sustainably by 2030 (Table 5: KCS 1.3, 46% of respondents).

Likewise, some respondents (Table 5: KCS 1.4, 23% of respondents) also raised the
crucial role of tackling pressures (e.g., climate change, different agricultural practices,
drainage schemes, intensive sheep grazing, etc.) on the land in the long term as important
additional factors affecting SOC.

Interestingly, some respondents noted (Table 5: KCS 1.5–1.7, 38%, 31%, and 25%,
respectively) that SOC has been neglected so far in the UK policy framework, with this
coming from two different perspectives. The one coming from soil scientists was that, due
to a lack of interest and knowledge, policymakers have postponed addressing soil health
for far too long because priority was given to maximising the production of cheap food.
For policymakers, the explanation for a lack of focus on SOC, as well as soil health, was
perceived to be due to a lack of resources, rather than from any intentional avoidance of
integrating SOC into policy.

3.2.2. Theme 2: EO for SOC and Its Level of Accuracy

In this theme, the main concerns and suggestions that refer to the potential that EO
technology could have to monitor SOC and the level of accuracy that would be needed are
presented in Table 6. It needs to be noted here that ‘accuracy’ in the context of the interviews
was interpreted in terms of how often the results from an EO-based assessment match those
obtained via the ‘traditional’ methodology of taking field samples and using laboratory
analysis. The highest level of consensus from respondents (77% of respondents) was KCS
2.1 and 2.2—providing strong support for EO being relevant and valuable for recognising
different land use, agricultural practices, etc., and the linkage of these characteristics with
SOC. An advantage for EO approaches was acknowledged to be their ability to estimate
SOC stock over large spatial scales using proxies such as vegetation indices, slope degree,
precipitation, temperature, etc. About half of the respondents (54%) noted that a direct
determination of SOC from EO requires bare soil and that the spectral signatures derived
from EO imagery can be constrained by cloud coverage (KCS 2.3). In addition, there was
a strong consensus that EO could be useful for estimating the overall stock of SOC but
did not have the consistency and accuracy required to detect its detailed change over time
(KCS 2.4).
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Table 4. Example studies for digital soil mapping (SOC estimation) that used remote sensing techniques.

Data Used [Reference] Spatial Resolution Study Area Predictor (Independent)
Variables

Number of Soil
Samples (Dependent

Variable)

Model Prediction and
Results of the

Evaluation Methods

SOC Contents
Estimates (Ranging

across the Entire Area)

Sentinel 1 & 2 [47] 10 m

Southern part of Central
Europe

(~700 km2)

NDVI; EVI; SATVI

179

RF (RMSE—0.63–0.70%)
BRT (0.57–0.68%)

Bagged CART
(RMSE—0.59–0.70%)

SVM (RMSE-0.57–0.70%)

0.47% to 43.91% SOC
SRTM & ASTER [47] 25 m

Terrain parameters (e.g.,
DEM, slope, and
Wetness Index)

Meteorological data [47] 1 km
Average annual

precipitation and annual
temperature

Airborne imaging
spectrometer
(APEX) [74]

2 m
Northern part of

Wallonia, Belgium
(240 km2)

NDVI
CAI (cellulose

absorption index)
NBR2 (Normalized Burn

Ratio2)

104
PLSR

(RMSE—2.13 g kg−1) 0.75% to 2.02% SOC

Sentinel 2 [74] 10/20/60 m

LISS-III images, Landsat
TM, Soil map [52] 24 m–30 m

Central India
(20,558 km2)

Land use, NDVI,
soil types, VTCI

210 RK (RMSE—0.23%) 0.028% to 3.195% SOC
ASTER GDEM [52] 25 m Terrain parameters

(e.g., DEM, slope)

Sentinel-2 [52] 10/20/60 m

Field scale
(1.45 km2)

Soil Composite Mapping
Processor (SCMaP)

50

RF (RMSE—0.20–0.27%)
CB (RMSE—0.26–0.34%)

SVM
(RMSE—0.20–0.28%)
PLS (RMSE—0.27%)

0.84% to 2.62% SOC
Landsat-8 OLI [52] 30 m (15 m PAN)

Spectral Library of
VNIR–SWIR

reflectance values

PlanetScope [52] 3.5–4 m Spectral Library of VNIR
reflectance values

Multispectral Parrot
Sequoia [52]

Variable
(cm)

DTM and surface
reflectance values

Spectrometer-XDS™
Rapid Content
Analyzer [49]

N/A Field scale (590 m2)
Samples scanned with a

diffuse reflectance
spectrometer

109 SVM (RMSE—0.21%) 0.5% to 4.7% SOC
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Table 5. Theme 1: SOC/SOM within agricultural policy.

Key Concerns and Suggestions (KCS) Respondents % Associated Quotes

1.1 SOC is a crucial aspect of soil science and soil
quality alongside other soil properties 77%

“SOC is the key parameter for soil health; however, it comes with other types of components, that are
important for its functioning. It is obvious that all are very interlinked. We cannot just focus on one component
because then we won’t be doing robust and trustworthy policies.” (R6)
“Soil nutrients are highly interlinked, and if you ignore one of them, then it affects the others. So, you can’t just
focus only on one aspect. You have to focus on the whole system, in order to come up with something sensible
that covers the practicalities of managing soils within the constraints that the agricultural production or land
use puts on it.” (R8)
“When soil loses SOC, then it produces an imbalance of the soil structure and function, and it won’t be able to
support food productivity and biodiversity.” (R7)
“We believe that soil health and soil management are hugely important for the future of British agriculture and
that currently, we are seeing significant soil degradation taking place in many key areas across the country. The
impact of soils loss on rivers, aquatic organisms, and water abstraction has a substantial cost to the nation’s
economy.” (R19)

1.2 ‘4 per 1000′ and the UN SDGs recently
increased awareness 55%

“The need of increasing SOC levels to be included into the agricultural policy started to be mentioned at the
international scale at the international initiative “4 per 1000” and later in the SDGs. UK signed up for both,
hence more recently it has been included in 25-year Environment Plan.” (R12)

1.3 SOC recently considered in the current
national policy—25 Year Environment Plan 46%

“DEFRA ultimately set the agenda on including SOC, because of Michael Gove and George Eustice policies.
They worked on the integrated agricultural policy and, better management of the land. And when you talk in
those terms, you are more likely to need information on SOC. Since then, I think we have seen a big increase in
interest in the way in which land is managed.” (R11)

1.4 Potential impact of climate change on SOC 23% “Before we work together to improve SOC levels, we also should focus on tackling climate change and
stopping the wrong agricultural practices.” (R9)

1.5
Agricultural policies have been focused on
maximizing the production of cheap food

so far
38%

“It has been very difficult, to demonstrate food production in the last 50 years. So, the agricultural policies so
far have largely been about maximising the production of cheap food. It is much easier to maximise the
production of cheap food by growing crops, over large areas of land using a whole raft of easily applicable
fertilisers, which are usually inorganic fertilisers.” (R4)
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Table 5. Cont.

Key Concerns and Suggestions (KCS) Respondents % Associated Quotes

1.6
Lack of a soil health monitoring methodology

due to the difficulties in measuring
SOC change

31%

“There has been a lack of interest and probably knowledge as well, mostly because the policy message has not
been put over clearly enough.” (R1)
“Soil health is a multifaceted and difficult thing to define and measure; generally speaking, there is concern
about the methods of measurement of SOC level change.” (R5)

1.7 Lack of resources (staff, funding, data) 23%

“We have not been able to dedicate the resources required to actually address SOC. So, it is not from a lack of
willingness. But we are definitely not neglecting to consider SOC or soil health in our current policy. It is
something that we have been continuously rising, with other teams, who do have an impact on soils, for
example, our fertiliser, the agri-environment, and the climate teams. It is exceedingly difficult to make progress
on programs with limited resources, like funding people and data. However, we are currently working on a
national program that develops the soil monitoring system.” (R6)

Table 6. Theme 2: EO for SOC and its level of accuracy.

Key Concerns and Suggestions (KCS) Respondents
% Associated Quotes

2.1

Using EO can identify different land uses and verify
different agricultural practices

77%

“If a farmer reports a certain practice that improves/maintains soil health, for example, leaving residues on the field,
you can verify that with remote sensing to check if that is actually happening. So, EO can play a role not for measuring
the soil carbon specifically, but for verifying that an agricultural management practice has been put in place to increase
soil carbon.” (R2)

Increasing SOC level through different
agricultural practices

“You can use the EO system to look at the type of land uses. People are being encouraged to introduce more mixed
farming for all kinds of reasons. For instance, bringing grass into the rotation means that you have obtained naturally,
more organic matter into the system, but you cannot measure the quantity of SOM levels.” (R12)

2.2 Estimating SOC level via proxies and a spectral
library 77%

“The importance of land use management can be an indicator for the age of soil organic matter. I think that could be a
real key indicator. That is where EO can become quite important because it can show the land use. You could speculate
how much organic matter is going into the soil.” (R10)
“We have truly little information about the variation change and the exact content of organic carbon in the soil of 10
hectares field, for instance. But if you want to measure carbon sequestration of a forest via remote sensing technology,
that you can do, measuring the increase in the size of trees and record land use and vegetable and biomass production.
So, I think that you could potentially infer the likely benefit to soil organic carbon on a particular piece of land by
looking at how the land has been managed during the years.” (R18)
“So, the direct measurement of soil carbon from EO systems, it is not possible, and I can’t foresee in the near future that
it will be possible, but you can get some proxies that can be used to estimate soil organic carbon or develop a spectral
library on bare soil.” (R16)
“You cannot measure soil organic matter content directly by looking at the satellite imagery, but you can infer it from a
variety of observations that you are able to get using satellites.” (R13)
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Table 6. Cont.

Key Concerns and Suggestions (KCS) Respondents
% Associated Quotes

2.3 Bare soil necessity 54% “We have got the issues around the ground cover because there is a need for bare soil that can be available
only late autumn and winter but then you have high coverage of clouds.” (R5)

2.4 EO can predict the SOC state but not
the change 69%

“With satellite data, you can identify differences in land use and NDVI. Absolutely you can identify
differences in slope and all this sort of thing. But you cannot measure the change of SOC levels. The
measurements have to be consistent in the way that they are done. And they have to be done over a
relatively long period of time.” (R9)
“EO can cover large areas, quite quickly, possibly multiple times, but of course, you need to have a clear
atmosphere, no clouds.” (R7)

2.5 EO is a cost-efficient source of data 54%
“Then as long as you are not making a policy decision or payment decision, if you like an implementation
decision based on insufficient data, could do harm. But satellite imagery does have the advantages that
you can essentially use this application, in a way that doesn’t massively increase your costs.” (R13)

2.6

Level of accuracy acceptable for an efficient
EO-based system to provide data on SOC

levels for monitoring and reporting

1. 90–100% 77%

“The accuracy of SOC estimates should have 95–100%. And the reason for saying this is because changes
in soil organic carbon are very slow and you get a very small change against a very large background
carbon stock. So, to detect change, you need to have quite accurate measurements in situ. You can maybe
detect the stock with a little bit less accuracy if you are only interested in knowing the SOC state whereas
the remote sensing measurements could feed into that process [ . . . ...] Because one of the advantages of
the satellite measurements is, of course, the cost and that you can take measurements frequently.” (R7)

2. 70–90% 23%

“I think looking at it from a policy perspective, you would like to have high confidence in the data. I
would have thought over 80% accuracy because if you are going to make decisions that are going to affect
people’s payments and avoid legal challenges, you need to have high accuracy. The obvious pay off from
using EO is that you can reduce the number of actual inspections, people going out onto farms doing the
sampling, and that’s the kind of payoff benefit which we know that EO has.” (R9)

2.7 Using a variety of data types through
machine learning 31%

“I believe that a model combining earth observation and ground-truthing through machine learning
techniques would considerably increase accuracy.” (R13)
“Of course, there might be advantages if you can connect satellite imagery with things like UAS, drones,
Lidar, and ground-truthing. But I think the technology needs developing methods that integrate all these
types of data.” (R7)
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Table 7. Theme 3: Designing a MRV SOC framework.

Key Concerns and Suggestions
(KCS) Criteria Released

Respondents
% Associated Quotes

3.1. Directness 85%
“It is not possible to measure SOM content directly by looking at the satellite or aerial photography imagery, the only way to get direct
measurements is to perform a soil sampling, but you can infer a variety of these in situ observations with EO technology, sort of
reflectance, soil colour, bare soil attributes as a set of covariates that can help to measure indirectly SOM/ SOC stock.” (R2)

3.2 SOC metric
standards 38%

“Attention should be first on the grounds and then using other technologies, such as satellites or UAS. And we currently do not have a
good active program of in-situ soil data collection. There is a bigger problem that affects soil health monitoring. As we know, SOC can be
unevenly distributed over varying soil depths, thus there is a need of creating a universal and consistent fieldwork protocol for the
assessment of SOC dynamics in order to properly capture SOC on a landscape scale and to identify small SOC changes in a highly
variable pool. SOC monitoring programs need to liaise with long-term soil experiments. This might offer a baseline for the SOC pool and
can comprise a set of sites where targeted research on soil processes and their impacts on soil C can be performed. They can serve as a
backbone for SOC monitoring. And then we can discuss the alternative data that can help us to estimate SOC stock at a larger scale. So,
you need that as well as any new technology.” (R8)

3.3 Scalability 77%
“It is important to know what’s your universe. So, if you are looking, at the global level and you are establishing a kind of relationship
that would have a certain level of errors. If you perform a model for a field scale then your prediction accuracy would be different, likely
with a higher level of errors, but this would depend on the data used.” (R9)

3.4 Accuracy 100%

“Accuracy of the method used strictly depends on the scale, but first we should define the SOC metrics for national and local scale.” (R5)
“What is suitable for making a national scale estimate of a change in soil carbon would be different from an individual farm scale. The
amount of money required to do that accurately with various methods is pretty minor compared with the importance of the soil
health.” (R3)
“Before we design a soil monitoring system, we should find an answer to these questions: How accurate is your field sampling? How
accurate are the models used? What would be the approach that provides the highest accuracy and reliability?” (R8)
“I think the accuracy of EO imagery will be partly determined by the accuracy of the ground truth data itself.” (R7)
“I think the challenge we would have is that if you are developing methods that have flaws, it is a PR disaster in terms of how the system
works. You know, it could mean people getting rewarded for not doing enough. And the people are getting under rewarded for doing a
lot of work and not, they are not getting the benefit of that. I guess there is a question on the type of technology used and the sensors.
You know, if we have a high degree of confidence saying that we are using a variety of hyperspectral sensors could be used. I don’t know
what you would actually use this, but we need to get a high degree of confidence.” (R2)

3.5 Variability 69%

“In terms of SOC variation, do you find that carbon content changes over the year, or does it change over a number of years, and are
there things that can happen that can enrich and improve it? How can we monitor the change? We should find answers to these
questions before we design a soil monitoring system that includes the usage of EO technologies.” (R2)
“In terms of the variability, you are going to see in soils, it is far too dispersed. Is there any literature on how soil sampling itself can
provide an accurate figure of how much soil organic carbon has been increased/decreased on a piece of land?” (R6)
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Table 7. Cont.

Key Concerns and Suggestions
(KCS) Criteria Released

Respondents
% Associated Quotes

3.6 Consistency 62%

“Consistency is very important. In terms of measurements of soil, either in situ or remote, they must be consistent, otherwise we just
can’t have faith in methods used.” (R13)
“An ideal soil monitoring system should follow an approach that could be consistent and applicable across the country for doing a
national coverage.” (R12)

3.7 Cost-effectiveness
analysis 54%

“If you want to make a monitoring system of carbon sequestration then you must consider the satellite data and other technologies
because this would significantly drop the cost. For instance, we can use free satellite data, such Sentinels, to model spectral indices or soil
moisture.” (R10)
“A system that could monitor soil at a national scale and identify innovative methods and cost-effective ways could deliver support for
agri-environment policy and possibly enhance existing monitoring programmes.” (R13)
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Interestingly, more than half of the respondents noted that EO could provide a cost-
effective alternative to the use of field measurements (KCS 2.5). It should be remembered,
however, that most respondents indicated that they did not consider that EO-based imagery
could provide a sufficiently accurate estimation of SOC directly, and, by inference, this
cost-effectiveness refers to the value of EO in providing complementary data supporting
SOC determinations. Concerning the accuracy requirement for SOC estimations by EO, it
was clear that an accuracy of >90% was seen as a requirement by nearly 70% of respondents.
This means, for example, that out of 100 fields, the EO-based measurement would need to
match (within uncertainties) the assessments of SOC obtained via traditional methods for
at least 90 fields. Similarly, only 15% of respondents (2 out of 13) thought that an accuracy
between 70% and 90% was ‘acceptable’, confirming a strong concern over the impacts of
using potentially inaccurate assessments (KCS 2.6).

Most of the respondents recognised that methods solely utilising the current remote
sensing technologies would not be capable of substituting direct field sampling methods.
About one-third of respondents considered that multiple combinations of data types,
e.g., remotely sensed, ground-truthing measurements, multispectral imaging (derived from
UAS), LiDAR, citizen science, etc., all assimilated by machine learning, could significantly
increase the accuracy (KCS 2.7). Furthermore, it was also noted that for mapping the
state of SOC using remote sensing data, it would be possible to devise efficient sampling
schemes to achieve a specified accuracy based on the analysis of a number of ground-
based samples with associated analyses (e.g., machine learning, regressions), thus reducing
current physical survey costs.

3.2.3. Theme 3: Criteria for the Design of an MRV Framework for SOC

The third theme of measurement/monitoring, reporting, and verification (MRV)
emerged from the analysis of the interviews. This extended beyond the previous two
themes, which the semi-structured interviews were designed to explore with the respon-
dents. The basis for the emergence of this MRV theme potentially relates to the goal ofLand
Management (ELM) schemes to incentivise good soil management practices through the
application of current technologies, enhancing the ability to deliver environmental benefits
via improving or maintaining soil quality. Currently, most agri-environment schemes have
to rely on limited national monitoring capabilities and a wider understanding of soil health
and improved capability for its monitoring would be advantageous. Therefore, Table 7
provides seven criteria and associated quotes that resulted from the interviews.

A directness criterion (KCS 3.1) was mentioned by 85% of participants and refers
to the ways that the SOC MRV system is comprised of direct measurements of SOC
(field sampling) and indirect/proxy measures based on a spectral library and indices,
topographic parameters, etc. (see Figure 2). A few respondents (38%) recognised that
direct measurements should be first constructed on a universal protocol that should be
consistent over all fields. Thus, respondents raised the importance of defining SOC metric
standards as a criterion for a robust structured survey of soil sampling (KCS 3.2). About
77% of respondents considered scalability an important criterion to consider in designing
a soil monitoring system. Scale plays a role as a driver for determining the accuracy
of the methods. All participants admitted that the level of accuracy is a vital criterion
to understand, and it would differ for different scales and data used. In terms of the
variability in the SOC stock, many respondents (69%) recognised this as a challenge, mostly
because SOC levels vary considerably across the same field and with soil depth (KCS
3.5). A consistency criterion was raised by 62% of the respondents through two different
perspectives, one in terms of the standardization of the in situ soil sampling and the other
in the methods used that are closely linked to scalability (KCS 3.6). Finally, more than half
of the respondents (54%) consider that satellite and other technologies could enhance the
cost-effectiveness as a criterion for a national monitoring system of SOC (KCS 3.7).
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3.3. Cost-Accuracy Analysis

To evaluate the cost-accuracy of using different approaches to estimate SOC across our
4 ha (0.04 km2) site, we combined information about the cost of obtaining and analysing
different data sources (Table 8) for different methods (Table 9).

Table 8. Methods of measuring SOC—reference costs for different data sources.

Data Type
Cost

Raw Data Processing Data
(e.g., Calibration)

Analytics
(e.g., Applying ML)

VHR satellite data

VHR satellite data 1

Multi spectral <= 50 cm
spatial resolution 1 = 23 €/km2

Multi spectral >50 cm = 12 €/km2

EUR 1.20/km2 EUR 7/km2Archived VHR satellite data 1

Multispectral <= 50 cm
spatial resolution = 7 €/km2

Multi spectral > 50 cm
spatial resolution = 3.5 €/km2

Medium and high resolution
(e.g., EnMap, MODIS,

Sentinel, Landsat)
Free EUR 0.20/km2 EUR 7/km2

Multi-spectral imagery
(480–1000 nm) UAS (prices
can vary depending on the

camera type and capabilities)

The cost analysis performed by Aldana-Jague et al. [49] estimated the total cost is between EUR
160 to EUR 400 per 0.01 km2.
ADAS UK provides services for a cost between EUR 600 to EUR 950 for a set of images (at least
0.04 km2).

In situ collection and
laboratory analysis

The price of the SOC laboratory analysis may vary depending on the company accredited for soil
testing.
The cost for one soil sample would include:

• sample disposal (per sample)—EUR 2.50;
• soil sample for measuring the total organic carbon—EUR 12 (a minimum order charge of

EUR 120 + VAT is applied);
• postal charges for collection and delivery per total order—EUR 60.

There will be additional costs relating to the collection of the soil samples from the field.
1 minimum order applied.

Table 9. Calculation based on the prices provided in Table 8 for 4 ha.

Method [Reference]
Prediction Accuracy
Metrics (Based on
Validation Phase)

Methods Cost for 4 ha Total Cost for 4 ha

Remote sensing satellite data
(Sentinel-2, Landsat-8 OLI,
and VHR PlanetScope) [65]

R2 = 0.56–0.81

Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 OLI = free
PlanetScope 1 = EUR 0.5

Analytics = EUR 0.3

EUR 750–1000

UAS multispectral sensor
Parrot Sequoia [65]

EUR 600–950 (including data
capture and processing)

Hyperspectral Airborne
Imaging
CASI 1500 sensor and SWIR
(960–2440 nm)
SASI 600 sensor [65]
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Table 9. Cont.

Method [Reference]
Prediction Accuracy
Metrics (Based on
Validation Phase)

Methods Cost for 4 ha Total Cost for 4 ha

Collection of Soil Sampling
Data Study (50 soil samples
across 145 ha—80% for
training set and 20% for
validation set) [65]

11 soil samples = EUR 150 + EUR 60
(delivery and collection charge)

Remote sensing satellite data
(Sentinel-1 and -2 images) [47]

R2 = 0.32–0.44
Processing and interpreting satellite

data EUR 0.35
~EUR 0.35

DEM derivatives from SRTM
and ASTER GDEM [47]

In situ soil for satellite
calibration and validation (179
topsoil samples were collected
from the Land Use and
Coverage Area Frame Survey
(LUCAS) topsoil dataset
provided by the European Soil
Data Centre 2 [47]

Multi-spectral imagery
(480–1000 nm) UASs, and 30
reference samples collected
from the field site to build the
model [49]

R2 = 0.98

Purchased camera
EUR 600–1600 EUR 600–1600

Hiring camera (including data
capture and processing)

EUR 600–950
EUR 600–950

Laboratory analysis (between
6 and 42 samples, depending
on the accuracy and carbon
variability required) [27]

N/A EUR 90–600 + EUR 60
(Postal charges)

1 According to our correspondent from Earth-i, the most affordable way is to pay for a full year of access to the PlanetScope data captured
over an area. 2 LUCAS2015_SOIL data are the property of the European Union, represented by the European Commission, represented
by the Directorate General-Joint Research Centre (hereafter referred to as the JRC), which authorise third parties to use these data free
of charge.

In Table 8, different types of data are presented that could be used to estimate SOC,
including multispectral VHR satellite data, high- and medium-resolution satellite imagery,
UAS-based imagery, and the laboratory analysis of soil samples collected from each site.

Table 9 provides the approaches selected from the literature that can be applied to the
defined 4 ha study field to estimate SOC from some combination of the data sources given
in Table 8. For each approach, the cost and accuracy are considered.

Žížala et al. [65] used free (medium resolution) and commercial (VHR) satellite data,
along with UAS and in situ sampling to develop a bespoke model for the trial site. For this
approach, the total cost for measuring SOC for our trial site would be between EUR 750
and EUR 1000 (number of samples scaled from their larger site to our smaller site) with an
mboxemphR2 = 0.81. Zhou et al. [47] used only free satellite data trained to a general
European model (from the free LUCAS dataset), and here, the cost is extremely low at
EUR 0.35 for 4 ha (price only for the processing and interpreting the dataset), obtaining an
R2 = 0.44 for their model fit. Aldana-Jague et al. [49] used UAS reflectance spectroscopy
and a model trained on 30 reference samples from the field site. Including sample collection
and processing, image acquisition, processing, and analysis costs, they estimated the total
cost to be between EUR 160 and EUR 400 per ha, hence, for a 4-ha field, the cost would
be between EUR 600 and EUR 1600, with an R2 = 0.98. Their price considers the initial
investment costs for purchasing a UAS, a multispectral camera, and software (estimated
at circa EUR 25,000). Commercial operators charge approximately EUR 600–EUR 950 for
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services based on UAS imagery, where includes UAS and aerial photography for digital
data collection, processing, and manipulation.

For comparison, the Gehl and Rice [27] approach is given for sample collection and
laboratory analysis only. The range of prices depends on the types of laboratory tests
performed to quantify SOC, the different methods include the Walkley–Black (WB) method,
mass loss on ignition (LOI), automated dry combustion (ADC), and humic matter (HM).
The most accurate standard laboratory test for soil carbon is ADC and is often cheaper than
other tests [75]. Consequently, the laboratory price list for ADC is presented in Table 8, and
the price has been applied on the 4-ha field (Table 9). According to Vanguelova et al. [30],
the ideal number of samples is between 4 and a maximum of 25 samples per 0.25-ha plot,
thus, for our trial site, the total cost could be between EUR 90 and EUR 600, for a sampling
range between 6 and 42.

These hypothetical estimations are made recognising several limitations. The only
accuracy metric given is the R2, which is only one of the metrics of model fit, which may
underestimate the uncertainty, and the costs are based on limited information. Likewise,
for using UASs, there are two options available, to hire or to purchase, both of which have
benefits and drawbacks.

4. Discussion

This paper has evaluated the potential contribution that EO technology could pro-
vide for SOC estimation. We have collated input from experts in soil science and agri-
environment policymaking to identify key concerns and opportunities in this domain.
In particular, the inclusion of expert opinion delivers a unique degree of insight on the
acceptable level of accuracy that an EO-based soil MRV system would need to achieve to
be appropriate for policy implementation. It is noteworthy that all respondents mentioned
the benefit of such a study as an important input to the current DEFRA ELM scheme for
developing a UK national soil MRV system.

According to the literature, EO imagery combined with ML techniques trained on soil
samples representative of the location of interest can provide valuable information on the
state of soils and SOC estimations in a given location. Such analysis involves the selection
of variables (covariates), data compilation, model development, model evaluation, and
model application. Similarly, interviewees discussed the potential of EO technology to
estimate SOC, which they recognised relied on indirect measurements (proxies/covariates)
and a derived model based on simple or more complex machine learning. The respondents
were concerned about the use of EO technology and emphasised that it would have to
be highly accurate (>90%) to allow fair payments if this was the basis of an MRV system.
The meaning of ‘accuracy’ in this context was expressed mostly in terms of how well the
EO-based assessments match (as far as practical) those assessments of SOC based on more
traditional methods, although the meaning of this ‘accuracy’ is not universally defined.

The main advantages of using EO technologies have been highlighted in many studies.
Our respondents described the advantages in the gathering of information on SOC over
large and/or inaccessible areas, provision of information at different spatial and temporal
resolutions, use of low-cost or free data, and cost-effective assessments. However, they also
considered it of equal importance that the higher accuracy EO-based methods generally
came at a higher cost.

Several substantial unanswered questions remain over how feasible current remote
sensing methods are for estimating SOC and the levels of accuracy (i.e., how well the
models predict observed values of SOC obtained via field measurement) that can be
achieved, the amount of cross-validation or sampling that might be needed to assure such
accuracy and, ultimately, what level of accuracy is required for SOC determinations for
policy and decision making in support of sustainable SOC management. Our analysis has
also discussed that there is a need to find a consistent definition of ‘accuracy’ that goes
beyond simple metrics such as R2, which can only ever describe how well models fit data,
and not model biases or reference (in situ) data uncertainties. Other drawbacks noted in
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the use of EO-based data are that such methods are limited by cloud cover (for optical
satellite sensors) and can only estimate SOC for the thin top layer of bare soil, while some
agricultural practices that can increase SOC (cover of perennial rotation cropping, no-till
planting in rotation) increase soil cover and thus compromise the window of bare soil. In
addition, UAS have limited flight duration and hence spatial coverage.

It appears to be quite widely assumed that EO technology can be a cost-efficient tool
in monitoring SOC. However, few studies have performed a cost-effectiveness analysis to
test this assumption. Therefore, to address Andries et al.’s [48] recommendation that cost-
effectiveness is an important component when assessing the maturity of EO technologies for
providing data for the indicators of sustainable development, we performed a hypothetical
cost-accuracy analysis on different literature approaches for SOC estimation on a 4-ha field
using a combination of EO methods. We observed that the integration of data from satellite
and airborne sensors with data from ground-based measurements represented a reasonable,
current approach for prediction for SOC stocks at the field scale with an R2 = 0.81 at a cost
range of EUR 750 to EUR 1000. Relying on free satellite data (e.g., Sentinel-2) as a proxy for
estimating SOC at the national and regional scale is much lower cost (equivalent to ~EUR
0.35 for the same area) but produces lower repeatability, with R2 = 0.32–0.44. (Again, we
note that R2 provides only part of the information necessary to understand ‘accuracy’.)

The importance of EO technologies as a reliable source of data for monitoring and
reporting carbon stocks at a global scale within the context of the UN SDGs have been
explored by the Global Soil Partnership (GSP) and its Intergovernmental Technical Panel on
Soils (ITPS), which launched the Global Soil Organic Carbon GSOCMap [7]. The GSOCMap
helps monitor and report on the carbon stock aspect of SDG indicator 15.3.1 (“Proportion
of land that is degraded over the total land area, with three sub-indicators capturing trends
in land cover, land productivity, and carbon stocks”).

At national scales, several countries are attempting to make efforts to respond with
initiatives such as ‘4 per 1000′. In the UK, the 25 Year Environment Plan aims for all of
the UK’s soils to be managed sustainably by 2030. To achieve this, the ELM scheme aims
to update guidance for farmers, invest in developing a monitoring system and metrics
for soil health, and deliver research to better understand how soil health supports wider
environmental goals [76].

The suggestions of many of the respondents in this research informed the design
we propose in Figure 3 for an MRV framework for SOC which could underpin policies
supporting sustainable soils management. As is clear from our respondents, an MRV
system should be robust, consistent, transparent, and accurate. It needs to rely on ap-
propriate data, quality assurance and robust evaluation of the accuracy of the data, and
collaboration with farmer communities and trained staff. With respect to linking MRV to
fair payments, there are also requirements for defining clear SOC metrics and consistency
in the SOC measurement approaches. Hence, Figure 3 presents the main three aspects of
the framework as follows:

• Monitoring—Direct measurements through in situ soil sampling using a universal
protocol and indirect measurements via proxies (e.g., UAS, airborne and satellite
data). The measurements and estimation should determine the state and change of
the SOC level. Key criteria to be considered should be consistency in soil sampling,
high variability of the SOC, cost accuracy analysis, clear SOC metrics (that would be
nationally/internationally recognised), and the scalability of the approach.

• Reporting—Documents to inform all relevant stakeholders, including information on
the methodologies, assumptions, and data.

• Verification—A series of procedures for checking and verifying the quality of monitor-
ing and reporting. Verification could be achieved through physical field inspections,
independent remote sensing analysis, and/or smartphone apps (similar to BGS MySoil
app [77] or Soilmentor [78]). Evidence suggests that there is a large potential for in-
creasing carbon storage in agricultural soils through changes in land use management
and agricultural practices. The importance of this SOC storage and the potential for
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land managers to receive incentives for its enhancement suggests that VHR satellite
data could well provide an economically viable, cost-effective tool for the verification
stage. According to the UK National Audit Office (2019), the Rural Payments Agency
(RPA), which pays subsidies to farmers (part of the Common Agricultural Policy-Basic
Payments scheme), has increased remote inspections by 75% using satellite data with
an operational cost saving of up to GBP 2.1 million per year [79]. Similar evidence has
been shown in Ireland, which suggests that the average cost of a physical inspection
in 2010 was EUR 1800 compared with EUR 60–EUR 70 for a remote sensing check [80].
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Overall, our research suggests that R&D to date has developed models at the field scale
that, with appropriate in situ training data, can come close to the ‘accuracy’ expectations for
policy when these are compared to results those obtained via traditional field assessment
which employs sampling and laboratory analysis.

In effect, ‘accuracy’ within a land management context is about ‘getting it right’, with
‘right’ being what is gleaned from field measurement that can itself generate variable
results based on methods of sampling and laboratory analysis that were employed. A
desired ‘accuracy’ of 80% expressed by the respondents for EO methods appears well
within reach at present, albeit for more expensive analyses. These are encouraging findings
and suggest that only a small gap remains to be bridged between utility for policy and the
accuracy/reliability available from EO-based SOC assessments at field scale. At regional
and national scales, the accuracy of SOC assessments will likely remain limited for some
time due to SOC determinations at these scales by EO-based methods being constrained by
reliance upon free and lower spectral and spatial resolution EO imagery.
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5. Conclusions

This research has led to the following conclusions:

• Satellite- and UAS-derived data provide unique capabilities for addressing current
challenges in the MRV of SOC, at all scales;

• Well-established training datasets along with advances in machine learning are likely
to increase the overall accuracy of SOC prediction models, especially when comple-
mented by soil spectral libraries based on soil sampling;

• A more robust analysis of uncertainties associated with both EO derived data and
in-situ measurements are required;

• Integration of UASs should be considered at farm scale as being the most cost-accurate
approach, whereas free satellite data would be more appropriate to be used at the
national scale but with lower accuracy;

• We propose a framework for the MRV of SOC, which includes direct measurements
via a combination of in situ soil sampling and indirect measurements through EO.
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